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This work compares the power and energy used by a robotic linkage actuated by either joint motors or scissored

pairs of control moment gyroscopes. The objectives are to establish straightforward sizing equations that provide a

basis for deciding on a systemarchitecture and to validate themwith detailedmodels. The resulting parallels between

joint motor and control moment gyroscope actuation increase intuition for and inform the design of control moment

gyroscopes on a single-body satellite. Control moment gyroscopes are chosen as an energy-efficient means of

reactionless actuation that reduce nonlinearities and coupling between the robot and the spacecraft attitude control

system. Scissored-pair controlmoment gyroscopes arewell suited for robotics applications because the output torque

acts only along the joint axis, eliminating undesirable gyroscopic reaction torques. Both analysis and simulation of a

single-link robot demonstrate that the control moment gyroscope power is equal to the equivalent joint motor power

for a large range of gimbal inertias and maximum gimbal angles. The transverse rate of the link does not affect this

result. A two-link robot with orthogonal joint axes gives results similar to the single-link system unless momentum is

not conserved about the joint. For a two-link robot with parallel joint axes, control moment gyroscopes outperform

joint motors in power required when the joints rotate with opposite sign; the reverse is true when the joints act in

unison. These surprising differences arise because control moment gyroscopes produce body torques with a zero-

torque boundary condition at the joint, whereas joint motors produce torques that are reacted onto two adjacent

links. The analysis concludes with pros and cons of control moment gyroscopes as robotic joint actuators.

Nomenclature

B = body fixed
G = gimbal fixed
N = Newtonian (inertial)
R = rotor fixed
_x = time derivative of the scalar x
Y
x

= time derivative of the vector x taken in frame Y,
�Yd=dt��x�

Vectors

ai = inertial acceleration of the ith link’s center of mass
ĝ = direction of the gimbal axis
Hx = angular momentum of body x, including actuator

momentum when applicable, about its center of mass
or its joint axis if so indicated

ĥ = direction of rotor’s spin axis
hr = rotor angular momentum measured relative to the

gimbal frame, Ir � !R=G
n̂ = unit vector normal to t̂ and ĝ
Ri = inertial location of the ith link’s center of mass
ri = body-fixed location of the ith link’s center of mass
t̂ = direction of desired output torque, along the joint axis

for revolute joints
vi = inertial velocity of the ith link’s center of mass
�cmg = torque reacted onto a body by a control moment

gyroscope or a scissored pair of control moment
gyroscopes

!X=Y = angular velocity of frame X with respect to frame Y

Dyadics

Ix = inertia of body x about its center of mass, including
actuator inertia when applicable

1 = unit dyadic

Scalars

E = energy
hr = magnitude of the approximate rotor angular

momentum, hr � ĥ
Ix = inertia of body or component x about ĥ axis; about

the joint axis or spherical if not indicated
kOA = output-axis stiffness
n = number of links in the robot not including the base
P = power
� = joint angle
� = gimbal angle

Subscripts

b = body or link
c = control-moment gyroscope-driven robot link (when a

distinction is required, as forHc vsHcmg)
cmg = control moment gyroscope
g = gimbal
i, k, m = indexing variables
j = joint motor
r = rotor
rel = relative to joint-torque-actuated robot, as in

Prel � Pcmg=Pj
sp = scissored-pair control moment gyroscope

I. Introduction

C ONTROL moment gyroscopes (CMGs) are a means of pro-
viding attitude control of satellites without expending propel-

lant. Thus, they contribute to reduced launch mass and longer
spacecraft life. CMGs have important flight heritage controlling
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large space structures such as Skylab, the International Space Station,
and Mir, all of which demand very high torques. A CMG’s ability to
produce large torques in a small package also has applications for
smaller satellites with greater agility [1–3]. This paper discusses
another emerging area of possible CMG application: robotic joint
actuators. The primary motivation for this study is the prospect of
using CMGs for reactionless actuation to reduce or eliminate the
disturbances imparted by traditional joint motors and to reduce the
associated demands on the spacecraft attitude control system [4].

The motion of a robot arm in space imparts reaction forces and
torques onto the spacecraft base, resulting in nonlinear coupling
between the basemotion and the robot motion. These effects become
more pronounced as the size of the robot increases relative to the base
and as robot accelerations increase. When the coupling between the
robot and base spacecraft is small, control schemes used for terres-
trially based robot arms may be used (see, for example, [5,6]). Other
alternative control schemes include compensating for the robot
motionwith the spacecraft thrusters and attitude controller [7] or path
planning of both the robot and the spacecraft [8]. For a recent review
of dynamics and control of free-flying robots in space, see [9].

An alternative approach is to reduce or eliminate the coupling
between the spacecraft and the robot through reactionless actuation
(Fig. 1). In this paper, robotic actuation that does not impart a torque
about the joint axis is termed reactionless actuation. With reaction-
less actuation, system-level pointing accuracy can be improved by
reducing the known disturbances created by a robotic arm. Further-
more, the agility required of a specific subsystem need not be applied
to the satellite as awhole. Reaction wheel assemblies (RWAs), clever
gear design, and CMGs are all possible reactionless actuators [10].
An RWA-driven robot, such as the one described in [11,12], can be
energetically costly as compared with CMGs [11]. The work in [4]
demonstrates the reduced reaction torques on the spacecraft from the
robot when CMGs are used in place of direct-drive motors for joint
actuation. Other relevant work in the literature includes a proposed
bifocal relay telescope that uses CMG attitude control on one
member and connects the other member with a joint motor [13].
CMGs have also been proposed for vibration and slew control of a
large truss [14].

Although the actuator reaction torques reflected onto the space-
craft through the joint axis are eliminatedwith reactionless actuation,
the reaction forces and torques attributable to the motion of the robot
arm from D’Alembert’s principle are not (FR in Fig. 1). Mitigating
vibrations from the rapidly spinning rotors adds complexity to the
design of CMGs. Furthermore, reactionless actuators have much
greater restrictions on the end-effector forces and torques than typical
joint motors, because persistent torques will saturate both and
CMGs. Therefore, the pros and cons of reactionless actuation must
be weighed against the pros and cons of traditional joint actuation in
choosing robot-arm architectures for specific applications.

The objective of this paper is to compare power and energyused by
CMGs to joint motors asked to perform the same task. The goals
include establishing straightforward sizing equations that provide a

basis for deciding on a system architecture and validating them with
detailed models. The equations and simulations in this work refer to
the equivalent joint motor system throughout. Section II reviews the
dynamics and actuation torque of individual and scissored-pair
CMGs. Section III concentrates on a single-link robot, using both
analysis and simulation to explore power cost for CMGs and joint
motors. Section IV introduces the general equations for an n-link
robot armwith CMGs. SectionVuses the example of two-link robots
to highlight the key differences in the equations of motion. Simula-
tions help quantify the effects of these differences on the energy used
for a givenmaneuver. The paper concludeswith pros and cons for this
approach.

II. CMG Dynamics

CMGsbelong to a broader class of actuators that usemomentum to
control the attitude or position of a body. Simply stated, a spinning
body resists change in both the magnitude and the direction of spin
(i.e., the change in angular momentum is equal to the applied
moments). The embedded momentum of a spinning rotor mounted
on a body can be used to produce an internal torque that causes the
body to rotate in such a way that the system’s angular momentum
stays constant. A body that uses momentum to control orientation
can reorient without propellant and without changing its system net
angular momentum, which are valuable features in spacecraft
applications. Typically, either a fixed-axis variable-speed rotor (reac-
tion wheel) or a gimbaled-axis constant-speed rotor (CMG) or both
(including variable-speed CMGs [15]) provide the momentum.
Linear momentum actuators have also been considered for control-
ling micron-scale systems [16] but are not considered here.

An RWA governs its momentum by changing only its rotor speed.
The spin axis is fixed to the satellite. The approximate energy cost of
using an RWA of inertia Ir is the change in the kinetic energy of the
rotor from the initial to final wheel speeds:

�Er � 1
2
Ir�!2

2 � !2
1� (1)

The initial and final speeds of the rotor (!1, !2) are taken relative to
an inertial reference frame. Even if RWA efficiency is improved by
recovering some of the energy stored in the rotor, maximum power
requirements limit the torque that may be applied by the reaction
wheel. In spite of the high energy cost, reaction wheels have been
used extensively due to their simplicity, reliability, and strong flight
heritage. In contrast, the CMG uses a constant-speed rotor with
angular momentum hr, rotated about a gimbal axis to change the
angular momentum and produce a torque �out, as shown in Fig. 2. Its
rotor’s kinetic energy changes only insignificantly (e.g., in response
to low-speed basemotions). ACMGdoes use at least asmuch energy
as the change in the satellite body’s kinetic energy, but still much less
than would be used by an RWA. Comparisons of RWAs and CMGs
have previously shown the power benefits of using CMGs over
RWAs, both in attitude control [1,17] and specifically for robotic
applications [11]; the former references tested physical systems and
the latter reference compares simulation results. This paper is thefirst
comparison of CMGs with joint motors for robotic applications. In
this work, as well as in the simulations reported in [11], the startup
and standby power of CMGs are not considered. This observation
does not invalidate previous comparisons with reaction wheels that
must also operate at a nominal speed to avoid zero crossings, but it
does indicate that the joint motor system has a key advantage over
CMGs of drawing near-zero power in a quiescent state.

A. Single CMG

This section develops the equations of motion for a single CMG to
obtain an expression for the gimbal torque. The gimbal torque is
combined with gimbal velocity in later sections to determine power
used by the CMGs. Similar equations have been developed else-
where [11,18], but the following first-principles derivations clarify
the assumptions made in this work and help establish notation.

Consider a control moment gyro attached to a body (e.g., attached
to a segment of a robot arm). The CMG’s angular-momentum vectorFig. 1 Reactionless actuation with CMGs.
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about its center of mass, Hcmg, is the sum of the momentum of the
gimbal and the rotor:

Hcmg � Ig � !G=N � Ir � !R=N � Ig � �!G=B �!B=N�
� Ir � �!R=G �!G=B �!B=N� (2)

Collecting terms and writing Ir � !R=G � hr allows Hcmg to be
expressed as

H cmg � Icmg � �!G=B �!B=N� � hr (3)

The total CMG inertia is Ig � Ir � Icmg.
The torque produced by theCMGonto the spacecraft or robot link,

�cmg, is found by taking the time derivative of Eq. (2) in theN frame:

� cmg ��HN
cmg � �g (4)

HN
cmg � Icmg � � �� ĝ�!

B B=N � _� ĝ�!B=N� � � _� ĝ�!B=N�

� �Icmg � � _� ĝ�!B=N� � hr	 (5)

where!G=B � _� ĝ. In the case of an Icmg that is constant in any frame,
as for a spherical body,

� _� ĝ�!B=N� � �Icmg � � _� ĝ�!B=N�	

is eliminated from Eq. (5). A spherical CMG inertia closely
approximates a physical system because Icmg consists of the rotor,
the gimbal support structure, and both gimbal and rotor motors. A
study of high-accuracy control algorithms or a geometrical analysis
of the rotor and gimbal would require an exact Icmg, but a power
comparison between a joint-motor-actuated robot and a CMGwith a
spherical Icmg still has value for designing more general CMGs.
Furthermore, the six time-varying parameters required to describe
the CMG’s inertia dyadic are replaced with just one.Mathematically,
the CMG inertia may be written as

I g � Ir � Icmg � Icmg1 (6)

This work also assumes that the CMG rotor and gimbal are rigid
bodies. However, flexible effects of the rotor and gimbal along the

ĝ � ĥ axis increase �g. The CMG inertia must therefore also include
the output-axis stiffness kOA [19]:

Icmg � Ig � Ir � �h2r=kOA� (7)

The torques acting on the CMG are the applied gimbal torque and the
torque reacted onto the body. In the absence of friction, electro-
magnetic forces, and flexible effects, the time derivative of the CMG
angular momentum equals the external torques. To first order, the

torque acting on the spacecraft is given by the gimbal rate crossed
with the rotor momentum, resulting in the classic expression for
gyroscopic torque (see Fig. 2):

� cmg �� _� ĝ�hr (8)

The torque required of the gimbal motor is

�g � Icmg
��� Icmg!

B B=N � ĝ� �!B=N � hr� � ĝ (9)

Even for a stationary body (!B=N � 0), Eq. (8) shows that the CMG
torque on the body varies due to the changing gimbal angle.

Adapting to changing CMG output torque is among the biggest
challenges of CMG-based attitude-control system design, because
the array of CMGs can encounter singularities [20,21]. Singularities
arise when the possible gimbal motions cannot produce the desired
output torque from the array. For the system under investigation here,
the desired torque is always along the robot’s joint axis. A scissored
pair both constrains the torque output to act only along the joint axis
and avoids the internal singularities associated with more general
CMG arrays.

B. Scissored Pairs

In a scissored pair of CMGs, two CMGs with parallel gimbal axes
maintain equal-magnitude and opposite-sign gimbal angles (Fig. 3).
Scissored pairs, also referred to as V gyros or twin gyros [22],
produce torque about a single axis by using antisymmetric (equal
magnitude, opposite direction) gimbal angles to cancel unwanted
torque on the body. Cross-coupling torques acting on the gimbal
motors that result from body motion can be canceled internally to
reduce gimbal torque [22–24]. Singularities occur in a scissored pair
only if the commanded torque exceeds the gimbal-rate capability of
the scissored pair in magnitude or if the momentum stored in the pair
is at a maximum. Related saturation singularities occur in any
actuator. Scissored pairs also have a simple zero-angular-momentum
configuration, useful for rotor spin-up and ensuring that motion of
other robot links does not induce unwanted gyroscopic torque even
though the rotors spin continuously. Although this paper does not
explore the application of a single CMG for each link, there may be
some benefit to be gained by using them in this way.

As shown in Fig. 3, a single gimbal motor with a mechanical
coupling between CMGs is selected for the scissored-pair actuation
[23]. In such a system, the torque applied to the scissored pair by the
gimbal motor, �sp, is equal to the difference between the torque from
each gear to the individual CMGs. Applying Eq. (9) to each of the
CMGs and letting �2 ���1, the applied torque is [23]

Fig. 2 CMG vectors and scalars defined.

Fig. 3 Geared scissored pair.
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�sp � �g1 � �g2 (10)

�sp � 2Icmg
�� � !B=N � 2hr cos t̂ (11)

where the unit vector t̂ shown in Fig. 4 defines the robot’s joint axis.
The dot product of the body rate and the scissored-pair angular
momentum replaces a scalar triple product in Eq. (9) when a geared
scissored pair is used. The torque required to accelerate just the CMG

inertia is 2Icmg
��. The additional contribution of !B=N to �sp is called

the base-rate effect, though the term body rate is used in this paper to
avoid confusion between the robot base and the body driven by the
CMGs. The body-rate effect, arising from the motion of the satellite
or robot link that the CMG is attached to, plays a significant role in
energy costs of CMGs. The rotor momentum is usually large relative
to the gimbal inertia and accelerations, with the latter limited by the
gimbal motor. A simplified expression for gimbal torque that is
useful for deriving compact analytical results for building intuition is

�sp 
�!B=N � 2hr cos�t̂ (12)

Although some of the analytical results are obtained using Eq. (12),
the simulations use the complete gimbal torque from Eq. (11).

An important consequence of the body-rate effect is how it affects
power usage of a CMG. It arises because the CMG consumes at least
as much power as needed to move the body to which the CMG is
mounted. From the work-energy principle [25], the power used by
the CMGs for amaneuver is the product of gimbal torque and gimbal
rate:

Pcmg � j�sp _�j (13)

This expression neglects electromagnetic inefficiencies under the
likely assumption that the gimbal torque per se drives the power
design in an agile application. Friction losses may make CMGs an
inefficient choice for a generally quiescent system. The absolute
value in Eq. (13) means that power is independent of the sign of
gimbal torque and gimbal rate. This study does not distinguish
between positive or negative power because both require work from
the gimbalmotor. The signwouldmatter in a case inwhich the space-
craft power system efficiently recovered this energy expenditure in a
regenerative fashion (e.g., using the gimbal motor as a generator). In
practice, such an approach may not be very efficient, or it may be too
costly and complex. Such an architecture is not in place for the
purposes of this study. Therefore, these comparisons consider only
the absolute value of power.

III. Single-Link Robot Arm

This section analyzes actuation of a single-link robot as a single-
degree-of-freedom system to obtain an analytical expression for
power used by either a joint motor between the spacecraft and robot
or a scissored pair of CMGs on the robot. The cost of additional
attitude control effort when using a joint motor is not included. The
differences in actuator mass are also not included. Although impor-
tant trades can be made between actuator mass and system mass and

performance, this paper focuses on the contribution of CMGs as joint
actuators. Equal actuator mass and inertia also establishes an
equivalent system inwhich theCMGs are conceptually replacedwith
joint torques to analyze the tradeoffs associated with sizing CMGs in
this or any CMG-driven system in terms of an equivalent system
driven by joint motors.

A. Single-Link Analysis

The dynamics of a single-link robot with a joint motor are given
first as the reference system and are then augmented to obtain the
dynamics of the CMG-driven system.

1. Joint-Torque-Driven Robot

Suppose the robot link’s angular momentum about the joint axis is

H b �Hj � Ib �!B=N (14)

Because vj, the velocity of the center of mass, is not explicitly
included inHb, Ib is the inertia of the link (including actuator inertia)
measured about either the center of mass or an inertially fixed point,

whichever intersects the joint axis t̂. The link’s inertial angular velo-
city!B=N need not be parallel to the joint axis. The angular momen-
tum derivative is

H
N
b � Ib �!

B B=N �!B=N � �Ib � !B=N� (15)

The joint torque acting about t̂ is given by

�j � Ib � !
B B=N � t̂� �!B=N � �Ib � !B=N�� � t̂ (16)

2. CMG-Driven Robot

Including the actuator inertia in Ib for comparing CMGs and joint
motors separates the obvious effects on power of increasing inertia
from the remaining gyroscopic effects of the CMGs. The angular
momentum of the CMG-driven system is the same Hb as for the
joint-driven robot with the additional angular momentum due to the
CMGs:

Hc �Hb � hcmg1 � hcmg2Hc � Ib �!B=N � Icmg1 �!G1=B

� hr1 � Icmg2 �!G2=B � hr2 (17)

For the scissored-pair CMGs with Icmg1 � Icmg2, the angular
momentum of the gimbals cancels: that is,

I cmg1 �!G1=B � Icmg2 � !G2=B � 0

As indicated in Fig. 4, the sum of the rotor momenta becomes

h r1 � hr2 � 2hr sin�t̂ (18)

With this substitution,Hc reduces to

H c � Ib �!B=N � 2hr sin�t̂ (19)

The only difference betweenHj andHc is 2hr sin�t̂. The derivative
ofHc is

H
N

c � Ib �!
B B=N �!B=N � �Ib �!B=N� � 2hr _� cos�t̂

�!B=N � 2hr sin�t̂ (20)

For the CMG-driven robot, the robot freely rotates about t̂.
Therefore, the projection of Eq. (20) onto t̂ must be zero:

0� Ib �!
B B=N � t̂� �!B=N � �Ib �!B=N�� � t̂� 2hr _� cos� (21)

Substituting Eq. (16) leads to an expression for the gimbal rate:

_��
��j

2hr cos�
(22)

Fig. 4 Scissored-pair kinematics.
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This equation states that the gimbal velocity becomes infinite as the
gimbal angle approaches 90 deg. Also note that gimbal velocity
roughly tracks the robot acceleration due to the relationship between

�j and ��.

3. Joint Motor and CMG Power

Calculating power requires both torque and velocity about the axis
of interest: either the joint axis or the gimbal axis. The scalar value of
the angular velocity of the link about the joint axis is

! B=N � t̂� _� (23)

The joint motor power is

Pj � j�j _�j (24)

The CMG power is the product of the torque in Eq. (11) and the
gimbal rate in Eq. (22):

Pcmg �
�����2Icmg

��� 2 _�hr cos��
��j

2hr cos�

���� (25)

When Icmg
�� is small, the CMG power equals the joint motor power:

Pcmg 
 j�j _�j (26)

Both � and hr are eliminated when Eq. (25) is able to be reduced to
Eq. (26). A gimbal angle offset, equivalent to a non-zero-momentum
set point, does not affect the power usage. Likewise, misalignment of
the scissored pair introduces a momentum bias perpendicular to the
joint axis and serves only to reduce the available angular momentum
from the scissored pair without affecting power. In conclusion, this
section provides a simple derivation of the power cost for CMGs and

joint motors showing that both are equal for small Icmg
��.

B. Sizing CMGs in a Scissored Pair

Because the CMG power cost (excluding baseline losses) is
identical to joint motor power, CMG design principles for gimbal
motor torque and speed can be expressed in terms of the same robot
link parameters that are used to determine joint motor sizing. These
design principals are derived for specific cases of CMG-robot
configurations; the following section establishes the validity of these
principals for the more general equations derived previously. In both
the analysis and simulation, these design principles are valid only if
the gimbal angle is limited to avoid saturating the system. With
scissored pairs, the gimbal angle could acquire some bias during a
rest-to-rest maneuver if the angular momentum about the joint axis is

not conserved. Conservation of momentum about the joint axis t̂
determines the maximum gimbal angle �max based on the maximum
momentum needed by the robot arm. The necessary conditions for
conservation of momentum about a joint provide a relationship
between CMG momentum and link momentum that may be used to
properly size the CMGs.

The change inHc about t̂ is

d

dt
�Hc � t̂� �

d

dt
�Hc� � t̂�Hc �

d

dt
�t̂� (27)

The derivatives may be taken in any reference frame because this is a
scalar equation. The first term on the right is equal to the torque about

t̂ and is zero for a CMG-driven system. Substituting Eq. (19) forHc

and noting that the derivative of t̂ in the inertial frame is !B=N � t̂
leads to

d

dt
�Hc � t̂� � �Ib �!B=N � 2hr sin�t̂� � �!B=N � t̂� (28)

Rearranging terms, this equation is zero if

�!B=N � �Ib �!B=N�	 � t̂� 0 (29)

Momentum about the joint axis is conserved for the two cases
illustrated in Fig. 5: either the link rotates purely about the joint
axis or, for arbitrary rotation of the link, the link inertia is symmetric

about t̂.
If the condition in Eq. (29) is satisfied, then a robotic system that

starts at Hc � 0 and �� 0 will always satisfy Hc � t̂� 0. From

Eq. (19),Hc � t̂ is

H c � t̂� Ib;t̂ _�� 2hr sin�� 0 (30)

The joint torque from Eq. (16) reduces to

�j � Ib;t̂ �� (31)

Both Eqs. (30) and (31) depend on only Ib;t̂ as a consequence of
Eq. (29), a fact verified by considering both cases shown in Fig. 5.
Combining Eq. (22) with Eq. (30) provides a bound on the gimbal
rate for the one-degree-of-freedom robot:

j _�j< ��max tan��max�= _�max (32)

This bound is conservative because the angular acceleration goes to
zerowhen the angular velocity reaches maximum values. The bound

on j _�j also illustrates a tradeoff between designing for a high �max to
minimize the size and mass of the rotor versus designing for a more

limited �max to reduce _�.

1. Gimbal Torque and Torque Amplification

Single-gimbal CMGs are credited with a torque-amplification
property, meaning that the output-to-input torque ratio is much
greater than one:

�cmg=�g � 1 (33)

It can be shown that torque amplification requires that [21,26]

_�= _�� 1 (34)

For given link rate and acceleration requirements, the only way to
satisfy both this condition and the bound in Eq. (32) is to artificially
limit �max by increasing hr. An alternative expression for the torque
ratio that includes the acceleration of the body or link being actuated
is found by recognizing that the CMG output torque must equal the
joint motor torque. Taking the joint torque of the equivalent system
fromEq. (31) as the output torque and the input torque of Eq. (11), the
new proposed torque ratio is

�cmg

�sp
�

Ib;t̂
��

2Icmg
��� 2 _�hr cos �

(35)

A simplified version of this equation for rapid design iterations
would omit the contribution of gimbal inertia and acceleration:

�cmg

�sp



Ib;t̂
��

�2 _�hr cos �
(36)

Fig. 5 Systems that conserve angular momentum about the joint axis.
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The CMGs amplify the input torque near �� 0, but the reverse
occurs as � approaches 90 deg, again underscoring the tradeoff
between minimizing rotor size and gimbal motor size. Interestingly,
systems without meaningful torque amplification remove one
objection to double-gimbal CMGs (DGCMGs): the need to transfer
large torques through the gimbal motors rather than bearings [21]. A
DGCMG could reduce ACS volume [24], though questions remain
regarding the reliability and accuracy of such a system [19].

When �sp is the limiting factor in a particular CMG-robot appli-

cation, an estimate of the optimal hr that maximizes _� may be
determined as follows. Consider a CMG robot that satisfies Eq. (19).

For _�� _�max, �� �max, a constant, and ��� 0, combining Eqs. (11)
and (19) gives an expression for �sp:

�sp � �2hr�2 sin� cos�=Ib;t̂ (37)

The first-order optimality condition determines the � that maximizes
�sp for a given hr:

@�sp
@�
� 0� �2hr�2�cos2�� sin2��=Ib;t̂ (38)

The maximum value of �sp occurs when �� k�=4 (k� 1, 3, 5,...).
Solving for hr,

hr �
�����������������
Ib;t̂�sp=2

q
(39)

The corresponding _�max is found from Eq. (19) at

_� max �
�����������������
2�sp=Ib;t̂

q
sin�max (40)

A CMG-driven robot will, in general, present a varying inertia to its
actuators, because motion of outer links affects the motion of the
inner links. Therefore, the optimal hr from Eq. (39) is selected for a
particular robot configuration (e.g., fully extended to meet perfor-
mance requirements for the greatest robot inertia taken about the

shoulder joint). An abrupt change in _�max occurs for small inertias,
because if �sp cannot provide enough torque to reach the designed
�max, then �max < �=4 due to the condition given in Eq. (38). An

example plot of _�max vs total robot inertia about the fixed shoulder

joint is given in Fig. 6 showing the optimal _�max when

hr �
�����������������
Ib;t̂�sp=2

q

compared with the realizable _�max when hr is fixed over the range of
inertias. If the CMG is too large for the gimbal motor, then
performance is significantly less than would be predicted from
conservation of angular momentum alone. The lower-performance
region with small robot inertias may occur during testing of a robot
link not attached to a base and with hardware omitted.

2. Gimbal Acceleration

The gimbal acceleration contributes to the gimbal torque
[Eq. (11)] and affects the gimbal power [Eq. (25)] and the input/
output torque relationship [Eq. (35)]. Differentiating the gimbal rate
in Eq. (22) in the case of angular momentum conserved about the
joint axis [Eq. (29)] gives an expression for gimbal acceleration:

���
�Ib;t̂�� 2hr _�

2 sin�

2hr cos�
(41)

Two important features of the gimbal acceleration are that ��!1 as

�! 90 deg and that finite �� implies finite �
:::
. The latter conclusion

implies that the jerk of the robot link will never be infinite, because
infinite gimbal torque would be required.

3. Power Contributors

The factors that affect the CMG power relative to joint motor
power determine how the simulation results in this paper may be
scaled according to a specific set of problem parameters. A dimen-

sionless power ~Prel is defined as

~P rel �
Pcmg � Pj

Pj
(42)

When Pj is zero (e.g., at the start or end of a maneuver or when

changing direction), ~Prel becomes unbounded. Integrating power for
each system over the entire maneuver provides a more robust

performance metric. Therefore, ~Prel by itself should not be the cost
function for finding an optimal system and is used here only to
determine scaling relationships.

To express ~Prel in terms of the design parameters of the robot,
Eqs. (24) and (25) are substituted into Eq. (42):

~P rel �
�Icmg

��

_�hr cos�
(43)

Substituting from Eqs. (41) and (22) eliminates �� and _� from this
result:

~P rel �
IcmgIb;t̂

2 _�h2rcos
2�

�
� �

Ib;t̂
��
2
sin�

2hrcos
2�

�
(44)

Relative power is a function of time. For practical use, a time-
independent scaling relationship may be obtained by evaluating the

maxima of ~Prel over all possible values of
_�, ��, �

:::
, and �. Two obvious

maxima occur as _�! 0 or as �! �=2 with a value of ~Prel !1.

Therefore, a candidate local maximum of ~Prel would occur at �max,

which also corresponds to _�� _�max and
��� 0. However, � may be

nonzero at this instant. Therefore, Eq. (44) may take a local
maximum value of

~P rel

����
���max

�
IcmgIb;t̂�max

2 _�maxh
2
rcos

2�max

(45)

This equation shows that the power consumption of a CMG com-
pared with a direct-drive motor will be proportional to the product

IcmgIb;t̂�max and inversely proportional to _�max and the square of
hr cos �max.

Relative power may have another local maximum for 0< _�<
_�max, corresponding to a nonzero value of ��. To explore the relative

magnitude of ~Prelj���max
as compared with the other local maximum,

time histories of the link angle and gimbal angle from _�max=4 �
_� � _�max for values of �max between 55 and 80 deg are used to

determine the maximum ~Prel in this interval, denoted as ~Prel;max.

Values of _� < _�max=4 are likely influenced by the discontinuity in

Eq. (42) at _�� 0. A plot of the relative error � ~Prel;max � ~Prelj���max
�=

~Prel;max in Fig. 7 shows that ~Prelj���max
provides a reasonableFig. 6 Effect of inertia and �sp on _�max.
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approximation for ~Prel;max for _�max=4 � _� � _�max. This approx-

imation is within 1% of ~Prel;max for �max > 60 deg. Another useful

expression for ~Prelj���max
may be found by applying Eq. (30) to

express ~Prel independently of gimbal angle:

~P rel �
2IcmgIb;t̂�

:::
max

h2r � �Ib;t̂ _�max�2
(46)

Proper sizing of CMGs involves tradeoffs between link inertia, joint
velocity, rotor momentum, and gimbal angle constrained by conser-
vation of angular momentum about the joint axis. Although the
sizing and scaling relationships of this section are derived from a
scissored-pair CMG array on a robot arm, they can be extended to
CMG arrays used for attitude control of satellites with the general-
ization that the scissored-pair gimbal angle � corresponds to the
angle between the rotor momentum of any active CMG in an array
and the output-torque axis.

C. Single-Link Simulations

As discussed previously, the local maximum relative power
~Prel;max gives an indication of the performance of CMGs vs joint

motors. However, at the endpoints of a rest-to-rest maneuver, ~Prel

goes to infinity as the joint rate goes to zero and does not give a good
indication of the relative performance of CMGs and joint motors.
This section looksmore closely at the effect ofCMGsize as driven by
gimbal inertia and maximum gimbal angle by simulating a rest-to-
rest maneuver and calculating the ratio of the energy used by either
CMGs or joint motors. Robot arms that do not conserve momentum
about the joint axis are also simulated to explore the effect, if any, of
the transverse rate of a link on CMG energy use.

1. Trajectory Generation

The link motions are prescribed to facilitate comparison between
joint motors and scissored pairs without confounding influences
from a particular control algorithm. The link is rotated through a
given angle in the least amount of time that is consistent with
maximum rate, acceleration, and jerk requirements. The angle profile
shown in Fig. 8 reaches the maximum rate and acceleration for only
an instant and is achieved via the following relationships among total
link rotation and maximum rate, acceleration, and jerk:

�� 2
max � �

:::
max � _�max (47)

��� _�max

� _�max

��max

�
��max

�max

�
(48)

�t� 4 ��max=�max (49)

The first two relationships ensure that joint rate and acceleration
reach amaximumbut do not plateau during the rest-to-restmaneuver.
The final relationship determines the slew time. The torque and
power required by the joint motor and the scissored-pair CMGs are
then calculated for the given trajectory. Integrating power over time
provides the total energy used by each actuation method:

Ej �
Z
T

0

j�j _�jdt (50)

Ecmg �
Z
T

0

j�sp _�jdt (51)

2. Gimbal Inertia and Maximum Gimbal Angle

The first simulation explores the contribution of Icmg and �max to
the CMG to joint motor energy ratio Ecmg=Ej. This simulation
maintains a fixed Ib for all runs, even though Icmg varies for each
simulation; that is, the net link inertia Ib is identical to the Ib used for
the equivalent joint motor system. This approach distinguishes the
cost of increasing gimbal inertia from the cost of increasing the link
inertia. The results are based on 30 evenly spaced values for �max and
Icmg from 1 to 1.5 rad (57–86 deg) and 0 to 0:3 kg �m2, respectively,
as listed inTable 1. The remaining robotic-armparameters are chosen
to be unity, but they can be scaled to accommodate other designs. The
rotor momentum is prescribed to conserve angular momentum about
the joint axis. Figure 9 shows the energy ratio of all the simulations.
The flat region in which the ratio of the energies is near unity
indicates a large preferred design space for �max and Icmg such that
CMGs are about as efficient as jointmotors.Note that the energy ratio
increases approximately linearly with both Icmg and �max in the plot,

even though ~Prel;max is proportional to 1=cos2�. This trend arises
because Ecmg is the integral of Pcmg over the interval 0 � � � �max.
This simulation suggests that it is reasonable to limit �max and Icmg to
about 70 deg and one-tenth of the link inertia, respectively.

Fig. 7 Relative error �j ~Prel:max � ~Prelj���max
�= ~Prel;max.

Fig. 8 Joint trajectory.

Table 1 Parameters for single-link simulation

Study ��, deg !max, s
�1 amax, s

�2 jmax, s
�3 Ib, kg �m2 hr, N �m � s �max, deg Icmg, kg �m2 Ecmg=Ej

Gimbal properties 115 1 1 1 1�1 0.50–0.59 57–86 0–0.3 1.0–1.91
Body rate 115 1 1 1 0.8–1.2 0.44–0.65 60–70 0.1 1.0–1.03
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3. Transverse Rate and Arbitrary Link Inertia

CMGs are best suited for robotic systems that conserve angular
momentum about the joint axis, as this avoids momentum bias that
could otherwise lead to control torques that would drive the CMGs
past the gimbal-angle limit. However, during the operation of a robot,
such biases could easily arise in the context of payloadmanipulation.
A robotic link may also experience such a bias if it is attached to a
moving spacecraft base or other robotic links. The next simulation is
of a robot arm that does not conserve momentum about its joint axis.
Consider the case of a body with arbitrary inertial properties (i.e., a
robot arm segment with an arbitrary payload) rotating about a
transverse axis at a constant rate. Although this transverse rate is
maintained through external means (e.g., spacecraft ACS or other
links of the robot arm), the body of interest performs the maneuver
about the body-fixed joint axis, as shown in Fig. 10. The angular
velocity vector as written in the link’s frame is

�!B=N 	B � �!1 !2 !3 	T

where !1 � _� as defined in Fig. 8, and !2 and !3 are constants such

that total transverse rate !0 �
������������������
!2
2 � !2

3

p
is less than 1 rad=s

(Fig. 10).
The link inertia varies between trials by choosing physically

realizable principal moments of inertia from the range given in
Table 1 and arbitrarily rotating the resulting inertia matrix to
introduce offdiagonal terms in the body-fixed reference frame (i.e.,
the joint axis is not one of the principal axes of inertia). The
offdiagonal terms ensure that the offaxis rotation contributes to the
dynamics [cf. Equation (29)]. In a physically realizable inertia, the
maximumprincipal inertia cannot begreater than the sumof the other
two principal inertias. The inertia matrix must also be symmetric.
Peck [27] describes a method of simulating a distribution of random
inertia matrices that selects the principal inertias and randomly
rotates this diagonal matrix. In this work, the principal inertias are
drawn from the sumof uniform distributions, both for ease of use and
to limit bias that could arise if the inertia were fixed to some arbitrary
value. Physical but random and asymmetric inertia matrices further
explore the effects of transverse rate on power and energy use but are
not central to its conclusion. The variation of the inertia matrix also
effectively accounts for a displaced mass center.

Because the CMG-driven robot link’s angular momentum is not

conserved about t̂, only the case in which Hc � 0 at t� 0 is
considered. The rotor momentum is determined by approximating
the system momentum about the joint axis at maximum body rate
using

H cj _�� _�max

Hcjt�0 �

�
dHc

dt
� t
�
max

(52)

The term in brackets is evaluated at t� 0 and�t=2 to determine its
maximum value. From the link’s angular momentum in Eq. (19) and
zero initial momentum, combined with the change in momentum
about the joint axis fromEq. (29), the rotormomentum hr is found by
solving

Ib � !B=Nmax � t̂� 2hr sin�max 
 0

� �!B=N � �Ib � !B=N� � t̂	max ��t=2 (53)

Themaximum gimbal angle used to calculate hr is 70 deg (1.22 rad).
Although hr is determined from a fixed value of �max, the actual �max

achieved during the simulation varies. The range of �max values
reported in Table 1 reflects that Eq. (53) is an approximation. The
ratio of energy used by CMGs to joint motors is shown for 1000
simulations in Fig. 11. We conclude that transverse rate does not
significantly affect the energy used by a scissored pair if the rotor
momentum is appropriately sized.

These first sections demonstrate that internal momentum
exchange via CMGs can be designed to use the same amount of
power as joint motors. The CMG system does add complexity and
rotor losses associated with storingmomentumwhen compared with
the joint-motor-actuated robotic system. Undersized CMGs and
bulky gimbals also add to the energy costs, but transverse-axis
rotation does not. Correctly and accurately sizing the momentum
requires knowledge of the bounds on link kinematics.

IV. Multilink Robot

The single-link robot arm with CMG actuation provides insight
into the power and energy used byCMGs as a single unit. Amultilink
robot may gain additional benefits with CMGs, because the
reactionless actuation affects not only the torques reacted onto the
base but also torque reacted between links. The equations of motion
for a three-link robot with scissored-pair CMG actuation have been
derived by Carpenter and Peck [11]. They used Kane’s equations as
described in [28], equivalent to the principle of virtual power in this
formulation [29], to derive the equations of motion. We extend their
analysis to n-link robotic systems to compare joint motor or
scissored-pair CMG actuation. Kane’s equations may be written
as [29]

Fig. 9 Gimbal inertia and maximum gimbal angle effect on CMG

energy use.

Fig. 10 Transverse rate. Fig. 11 Energy ratio plotted against transverse rate.
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Xn
i�1
�miv

N

i � Fai � �
@vi
@ _qk
�
Xn
i�1
�H
N

i �Ma
i � �

@!Bi=N

@ _qk
� 0

for k� 1; . . . ; n (54)

The number of links is n, i sums over each link, and k indexes the
generalized coordinates. There are n generalized coordinates for a
grounded serial linkage with revolute joints. The applied forces and
moments on the ith link are Fai and Ma

i ; the superscript a distin-
guishes them from constraint forces and moments. The partial
derivatives in Eq. (54) are known as partial velocities and indicate the
component of the velocity or angular rate aligned with the appro-
priate generalized velocity. The velocities and rates are taken with
respect to an inertial frame. Each body frame is denoted as Bi, with
the basis vector t̂i alignedwith the ith joint axis. The zeroth link is the
nonrotatingN frame. The angle of rotation of each link about its joint
axis, �i, is the ith generalized coordinate qi.

Recursive expressions for each term allow additional links to be
added using the same block of code with another joint-angle com-
mand. Because this analysis uses prescribed motion, the expressions
include no feedback terms. Including feedback requires an expres-
sion for the mass matrix, an exercise in algebra, and indexing (not
included here). A schematic of the code structure for the joint motor
simulation is shown in Fig. 12.

A. Joint Motor Actuation

The motion of the robot links is identical for both the joint-motor-
driven and CMG-driven robots. The angular velocity of the ith link
with respect to the Newtonian frame is defined recursively as

! B=N � _qit̂i �!Bi�1=N (55)

The angular acceleration is also given recursively:

!
N Bi=N � �qit̂i �!Bi�1=N �!

N Bi�1=N
(56)

The angular velocity and acceleration of each link are calculated first
because the other terms in Eq. (54) may be written in terms of these
quantities. From Eq. (55), the partial angular velocity term in
Eqs. (54) may be concisely written as

@!Bi=N

@ _qk
�
�
t̂k k � i
0 k > i

(57)

The subscript b is omitted for ease of notation. The angular
momentum of link i and its derivative are given in Eqs. (14) and (15).

Letting Ii denote Ib for link i and its actuator,H
N

j;i is

H
N
j;i � Ii!

N Bi=N �!Bi=N � Ii!Bi=N (58)

The applied moments on link i from the joint motors are

M a
j;i � �j;it̂i � �j;i�1t̂i�1 (59)

The appliedmoments becomemuch less cumbersome after summing
over all the links. The kth equation from Eq. (54) has a single torque
term after taking the sum of applied moments projected onto the
space of partial angular velocities:

XN
i�1
Ma

j;i �
@!Bi=N

@ _qk
�
XN
i�k
f��j;it̂i � �j;i�1t̂i�1� � t̂kg (60)

XN
i�1
Ma

j;i �
@!Bi=N

@ _qk
� �j;k (61)

The dynamics due to the acceleration of the centers of mass of each
link are not addressed in the single-link analysis. The first sum in
Eq. (54) includes such dynamics. In a single link, these effects can be
included by augmenting the inertiamatrix in the equations ofmotion.
The geometry of the robot is defined as follows. Let li be the vector
from the i-frame origin to the (i� 1)-frame origin, and let ri be the
vector from the i-frame origin to the center of mass of the link. The
positionRi and velocity vi of the ith link relative to the inertial frame
origin are written recursively as

R i �
Xi�1
m�1

lm � ri (62)

v i �R
N

i �
Xi�1
m�1

!Bm=N � lm �!Bi=N � ri (63)

The acceleration of link i is

v
N

i �
Xi�1
m�1
f!N Bm=N � lm �!Bm=N � �!Bm=N � lm�g

�!N Bi=N � ri �!Bi=N � �!Bi=N � ri� (64)

The corresponding partial velocities are

@vi
@ _qk
�
(
t̂k �

�
ri �

P
i�1
m�k
k≠i
lm

�
i  k

0 i < k
(65)

With no applied forces in the problem, Fa � 0.

B. CMG-Actuated System

As is the case for the single-link equations, the equations for the
multibody CMG-driven robot arm share most of the terms from the
equations for the joint-motor-driven robot arm. The only difference is
that there are no applied joint torques (i.e., the gimbal motor is
considered an internal force) and

XN
i�1
Ma

i �
@!

Bi=N

@ _qk
� 0 (66)

Instead, motion is controlled with internal angular momentum from
the CMGs. The angular momentum of a link and its CMGs is given
by Eq. (19). The angular momentum derivative given by Eq. (20) for
a single link takes the same form for the ith link:

H
N

c;i � Ii!
N Bi=N �!N Bi=N � Ii!

N Bi=N � 2hr;i _�i cos�it̂i

�!N Bi=N � 2hr;i sin�it̂i (67)

This equation is projected onto the partial velocities in Eq. (57). The
equations of motion for the CMG-actuated robot are related to the
equations of motion for the joint-motor-driven robot by the
following:

Fig. 12 Code structure for n-link robot with joint motors showing

recursive dependence.
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Xn
i�1
H
N

c;i �
@!
N Bi=N

@ _qk
�
Xn
i�1
H
N

j;i �
@!
N Bi=N

@ _qk
� 2hr _�i cos�it̂i � t̂k

�!N Bi=N � �2hr sin�it̂i � t̂k� for k � i (68)

The equations of motion for the joint-motor-driven robot can be
assembled into the following form with a mass matrix M and the
velocity product terms V [29]:

M��; _�� ��� V��; _�� � T (69)

The n joint angles, rates, and accelerations and the joint torques are

the elements of the arrays�, _�, ��, and T. The same left-hand side of
this equation can be used to express the motion of a CMG-driven
robot. Including the gimbal dynamics results in a differential
equation in both joint angles � and the gimbal angles �,

M��; _�� ��� V��; _�� � �B��; _�;�� �D��;�� _� (70)

ThematrixD is an upper-triangular matrix that reflects the alignment
of an outboard scissored pair with the inboard link of interest. In other
words, once T has been determined for an equivalent system, the
gimbal trajectories may be determined by

T ��B��; _�;�� �D��;�� _� (71)

The � are then used with Eq. (11) to find the gimbal torques.
Implementation of a CMG-robot control scheme could consist of a
standard control algorithm forT and a nested control algorithm for�.

V. Two-Link Robot

The two-link robot gives insight into the design considerations for
multilink robots by illustrating the effect of neighboring joints on a

Fig. 13 Joint topologies: a) orthogonal joint axes and b) parallel joint axes.

Fig. 14 Free-body diagram of a two-link robot: a) joint torque and b) body torque.
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given link based on whether joint torques or CMGs are used. First,
the applied CMG torques are replaced by body torques. This
idealized system shows a difference in power consumed by CMGs
and joint motors that is not seen in the single-link example.
Simulations further highlight the power difference for different
robotic motions, including some that are particularly well suited for
CMGs.

A. Body-Torque Analogy

With joint motor actuation, each motor moves its own link and
reacts the torques produced by links further down the chain
according to the angles between the joint axes: the joint topology.
Two distinct joint topologies for a two-link robot are the planar robot
with parallel joint axes and a pitch-roll robot with orthogonal joint
axes, shown in Fig. 13. The key difference between these two
topologies is that a torque about the second joint of the pitch-roll
robot is perpendicular to the first joint axis and will be transmitted to
the base via a constraint torque. Torque about the second joint of a
planar robot is coupled to the first joint, as shown in the free-body
diagram of a two-link robot with joint torques (Fig. 14). A subscript j
or b denotes joint torques and body torques. Figure 14 also shows
that, as with CMGs, a body torque must have zero torque about the
joint axis.

The equations of motion in matrix form with joint torques are
already given in Eq. (69). For the case of body torques, let �i;m be the
dot product of the two joint axes:

�i;m � t̂i � t̂m (72)

The equations ofmotion for the body torquesTb can bewrittenwith a
vector of body torques:

M��; _�� ��� V��; _�� � 1 �1;2
0 1

� �
Tb (73)

The matrix D in Eq. (70) is also an upper-triangular matrix with the
�i;m multiplied by 2hr cos�i. Equations (69) and (73) relate body
torques to joint torques:

Tb �
1 ��1;2
0 1

� �
Tj (74)

The free-body diagram of the planar two-link robot in Fig. 14 shows
that the body torque on the first link is the difference of the two joint
torques, in agreement with (74).

The torque relationship does not conclude the question of joint-vs-
body torques. The angular velocity required to determine the power
needed by each actuator also varies. Joint torques are applied along

the joint velocities: the _� used to describe themotion of the robot. The
body torques are applied relative to the inertial frame. Therefore,
power is determined from the component of the vector !Bi=N along
the joint axis, determined by summing up the inboard joint velocities
scaled by �i;m. The body velocities in terms of the joint velocities for
the two-link case are

�b �
1 0

�1;2 1

� �
�j (75)

The power of the body torques can now be easily expressed in terms
of the joint torques and velocities. For a perfectly lossless system
(e.g., with only springs), the product of torques and velocities is
equal in both cases. As discussed previously, this study assumes a

nonconservative system. Power required by torque applied directly
to the body can be written in terms of the equivalent joint torque and
joint velocity:

jPb1j � jPb2j � j _�j1�j1 � �1;2 _�j1�j2j � j�1;2 _�j1�j2 � _�j2�j2j (76)

Once again, without the absolute values, this expression would
reduce to the power for the joint torques. This expression shows that
joint torques and body torques have different power requirements
and energy demands for certain maneuvers. The single-link analysis
shows that CMGs are an excellent means of body-torque actuation
andmay be used to exploit the differences between body torques and
joint torques. Replacing CMGs with body torques also simplifies the
design of a multilink robot that uses CMGs.

B. Two-Link Simulations

We contrast a robot with orthogonal joint axes and a robot with
parallel joint axes as two possible joint topologies for a two-link
robot. For example, the first provides orientation control with two
degrees of freedom (e.g., azimuth and elevation) for pointing a sensor
at a target. The latter provides range for reaching tasks for a mani-
pulation robot on a spacecraft. These two cases represent two
extremes of the potential differences between body torques and joint
torques, as shown in Eq. (76) with the dot product of the torque-
output-direction vectors �1;2 equal to 0 or 1 [Eq. (72)].

1. Link Rate and CMG Size

For both joint topologies, the mass properties and motion of the
outer link affect CMGsizing through the system angularmomentum.
The net angular velocity of the outer link includes a component from
the first joint that can project along the second joint axis, because the
joint axes are not necessarily principal axes of inertia. Therefore,
sizing the CMGs on a two-link robot requires careful bookkeeping of
a time-varying inertia and angular velocities of the links. The CMGs
on a multilink robot could be sized according to the expected
maximum angular momentum about each joint. An economic alter-
native used in these simulations is to place identical CMGs on each
link and adjust the maximum joint velocity so that the net angular
momentum is bounded by the capacity of the CMGs. The maximum
angular velocities that do not saturate the CMGs are determined
using an expanded version of the approximate change in momentum
about the joint axis from Eq. (53). The angular momentum about
each joint axis depends on the rate about both axes, yielding a system
of two equations that is quadratic in the joint velocities.

For this exploratory study, the maximum acceleration and jerk are
arbitrarily set to the same numerical value as the adjusted maximum
angular velocity to satisfy Eq. (47). The angle of rotation and slew
duration are given by Eqs. (48) and (49). The start time of the
rotations is offset by �t0, with either joint randomly assigned to
move first. The parameters used for a 1000-trial simulation are given

Table 2 Parameter value ranges for two-link simulations

Parameters Monte Carlo inputs

Icmg, kg �m2 hr, N:m:s Ib;t̂ kg �m2 ri���, m l1���, m �t0, s sign����
Ortho 0.1 0.53 0.8–1.2 �0:5–0:5 �1–1 0–4 �
Parallel 0.1 0.53 0.8–1.2 �0:5–0:5 �1–1 0–4 �

Table 3 Range of results for two-link simulations

Intermediate calculations Result

!max, s
�1 Imax, kg �m2 �max, deg ��, deg Ecmg=Ej

Ortho 0.1–0.5 1.9–6.1 7–74 10–59 1–1.33
0.6–1.2 0.8–1.6 50–80 65–134 ——

Parallel 0.03–1.0 1.0–4.0 3–73 4–112 �0:49–1:38
0.0–0.9 0.9–1.5 1–73 0.2–98 ——
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in Table 2. The principal inertias, center-of-mass offset, and joint-
axis locations are randomly assigned componentwise from a uniform
distribution over the range given in Table 3. The uniform distribution
is merelymeant to provide a qualitative assessment, not to encourage
statistical inferences from the outputs. The maximum inertia about
the joint axis, the maximum body rate, and maximum gimbal angle
are calculated from the assigned parameters. Table 3 gives ranges for
these values.

2. Orthogonal Joint Axes

The equations ofmotion are decoupled under the following condi-
tions: if the joint axes are orthogonal, if the outer link is axisymmetric
about its joint axis, and if the two joint axes intersect. These
conditions also satisfy conservation of momentum about the joint
axes stated in Eqs. (27–29), adjusted for the two-link robot. In such a
case, the power performance is calculated as for two independent
single links. These simulations specifically offset the joint axes,
translate the centers of mass, and include offdiagonal terms in the
inertia matrices to avoid repeating the results in the earlier section.

Figure 15 is a plot of the energy ratio for the two-link system as a
function of the maximum gimbal angle of the inner link, �1max. The
greater inertia about the first joint axis causes the inner link’s gimbal
angle to influence the energy ratio more than the outer link’s gimbal
angle, as shown in Fig. 15. The effect of the combined inertia of the
links about the first joint axis is included in �1max through Eq. (53).
As with the single-link robot, the energy ratio is greater than zero,
with some dependence on the size of the CMG, as represented by the
maximum angle for the first gimbal. However, some trials in this
simulation are not very power-efficient, due to increased inertia about
the joint axes without a corresponding decrease in the other terms of
the relative power in Eq. (45).

3. Parallel Joint Axes

None of the simulations thus far have indicated that CMGs offer an
advantage in terms of power and energy over joint motors, although
the analysis of body torques vs joint torques in Sec. V.A suggests that
such an advantage may exist. In these simulations, identical CMGs
are again used on each link and the maximum joint rate is adjusted in
accordance with the momentum capability of the scissored pair. For
parallel joint axes, the sign of each joint’s rotation is critical in
determining the maximum joint rate. When both joints move
together, the outer link saturates its CMGs more easily, because both
joint velocities add to determine the link’s angular velocity with
respect to ground. When the joints move in opposite directions, the
outer link can attain a high joint rate while keeping the angular
momentum low. The maximum joint velocities are determined from
the CMG momentum by taking the individual joint velocity if they
are of opposite sign or the sum of the two if they share the same sign.
Zero velocity of either link is possible due to the start-time offset�t0.

For 1000 trials over the same range of parameters as the
orthogonal-axes case, the energy ratio is less than zero for 403 trials.
Figure 16 shows the values of the energy ratio plotted against the sign
of the product of the joint-angle commands. The results show that
CMGs are more efficient than joint motors when the joints move in
opposite directions, as they must for reaching tasks. Joint motors
represent a more power-efficient choice when the joints move
together (e.g., overhand throwing motions).

VI. Discussion

Throughout this paper, a number of design aids and pros and cons
of CMG-driven robots have been discussed. Results that relate to the
design of a CMG system are summarized in Table 4. The torque
amplification and gimbal-torque-limited CMG sizing were obtained
through a general treatment of the CMG size, allowing for the
possibility of rapid robot-arm movement beyond motions typical of
single-body spacecraft, because a link in a robot arm may have a

Fig. 15 Performance of CMGs on robot arm with orthogonal joint
axes.

Fig. 16 Joint-angle command product as an indicator of performance

for parallel joint axes.

Table 4 Summary of design tool

Description Reference in text

Calculate CMG dynamics from equivalent joint
motor robot

Eq. (71)

Conservation of angular momentum about joint axis Eq. (29)
Gimbal-rate bound Eq. (32)
Torque amplification Eq. (36)
Gimbal-torque-limited design Eqs. (39) and (40)
Gimbal acceleration and robot jerk Eq. (41)
Relative power costs of CMGs to joint motors Eq. (45)

Table 5 Pros and cons of CMG-driven robotic joints

Pros Cons

Reduces reaction forces on spacecraft Adds mechanical complexity
Simplifies spacecraft attitude and robot control
interactions

Sensitive to conservation of angular momentum about each joint
axis (but robust to transverse rates otherwise)

Uses existing dynamics and control methods from
robotics with a nested loop for the CMGs

Spin-up and quiescent power costs

Theoretical power performance near that of joint
motors, better for reaching motions

Vibration from spinning rotors

CMG dynamics limit jerk of robot Unable to provide persistent torques
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much smaller inertia relative to the CMG inertia than for a spacecraft
with additional systems attached to the same bus.

A summary of the pros and cons of a CMG robot as discussed in
this paper and related references are provided in Table 5. Although a
treatment of a hybrid actuation system is beyond the scope of this
paper, Table 5 indicates the utility of combining CMGs and joint
motors. Strategically placed CMGs on the robot could reduce
reaction forces on the spacecraft by reducing the joint torques. Joint
motors in turnwould provide a path to exchangemomentumbetween
robot links and the spacecraft to restore the CMGs to a neutral
position, relaxing the requirement that angular momentum be con-
served about each joint axis. Joint motors also provide a means to
produce or resist persistent torques that would otherwise saturate the
CMGs. An operations concept for a combined actuation method is to
use the CMGs for positioning the robot and payload into an anchored
position on the spacecraft and to let the joint motors provide the
torque for any operations once the payload is anchored.

VII. Conclusions

In the limit of an ideal rotor, momentum actuation via control
moment gyroscopes (CMGs) is theoretically as efficient as rigid-
body actuation via joint motors (i.e., there is no hidden cost to using
momentum actuation comparablewith thermodynamics’ second law
for dynamics). Friction losses and electromagnetic inefficiencies
represent additional power costs in physical CMGs. A CMG-driven
robot reduces the attitude control effort required to respond to robot
motions by distributing the attitude control among the robot joints
and helps simplify the dynamic interactions between the spacecraft
and robot. Although the complexity of CMGs does not warrant
replacing joint motors purely for power savings, the additional
benefits of eliminating a reaction torque on a spacecraft cannot be
ignored.
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